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Secretary-designee Dawn Crim Announces Plan Review Process Improvements 
 
MADISON, Wis. –  As part of her efforts to rebuild certain agency programs, Department of Safety and 
Professional Services Secretary-designee Dawn Crim is implementing changes to the commercial 
building and plumbing plan review processes. The primary goal is to improve customer service.  
 
The changes include requiring payment prior to plan review. Previously, customers could remit 
payment after plan review and upon invoice. Other changes address specific issues that came to light 
during Crim’s evaluation of the process. For example, some customers had previously booked multiple 
review slots for a single set of plans or had booked review slots long before plans were complete. Now, 
multiple bookings and incomplete plans will automatically be removed from the schedule.  
 
“When I looked closely at the existing plan review processes, I saw opportunity to eliminate some 
practices that do not optimize staff resources and that cause delays for our customers,” Secretary Crim 
says. “These changes will help us work more efficiently and more quickly serve our customers without 
compromising safety. Safety remains our top priority.”  
 
Secretary Crim worked closely with construction and legislative partners to identify practical process 
improvements that would be compatible with industry practice.  
 
“Our goal is to shorten the amount of time it takes for our customers to have their plans reviewed by 
our staff,” Secretary Crim says. “We collaborated with industry partners to align our solutions with the 
way our customers conduct business. We recognize our important role in the construction process and 
economic development. These changes will enable us to better facilitate both.” 
 
Secretary Crim announced the changes in a letter sent to customers on January 10. It is available on the 
DSPS website at https://dsps.wi.gov/Pages/Programs/PlanReview/Default.aspx. 
 
The effort to rebuild the process came after a year of accomplishments for the agency under Crim’s 
leadership. She introduced a new licensing fee structure that dramatically reduced rates and will save 
Wisconsin credential holders more than $10 million over the biennium. The department also issued 
nearly $1 million in clean water grants to owners of septic systems, implemented new firefighter health 
and safety rules statewide, and resolved nearly 30% more legal cases than in 2018. All of this happened 
while the agency ramped up the implementation of a multi-year and multi-phase technology 
conversion to integrate multiple systems and transition to more paperless operations.        
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